
Introduction
John and I had a conversation in theatre one day, and it went along the lines 
of this:
John: There was a lot of noise in theatre the other day whilst we were trying 
to put a patient off to sleep
Me: Yeah.
John: Wouldn't it be nice if: there was a way of getting quiet when you 
wanted it without offending anyone.
Me: Yeah.
Me: OK; so what would such a thing look like?
John: Well, I've read about this thing called 'The Sterile Cockpit', and in it 
there's this thing called 'Below Ten Thousand..."
Me: Lets have a PLAY with the idea and see how far we get!
And so, the idea of BTT was born. 
 



The Wish
In Aeronautical terms, 'Below Ten Thousand' refers to the time a plane is 
between the dock and ten thousand feet, both in ascent and descent. It is a 
critical phase of flight where focus on the task at hand is paramount.
Of course, John and I have worked on projects together, and so we know a 
thing or two about, at least in John's case; how change works, or in my case; 
how it doesn't.
So for me, my experience informs me that the first thing to do is accept 
defeat, and once you've done that, all that is left to do is to work out how to 
play the game to the best of my ability with the resources at hand:
So, with that in mind, we redefined the BTT idea to fit our medical context.
Our initial definition was, in it's entirety:


Quiet at sentinel moments.


 



The Negotiated Settlement
Then we went through a process of seeking collaboration and with that input
We extended the idea and it evolved and matured.
We considered other nomenclatures besides BTT, but despite all our 
brainstorming efforts, none had the concrete imagery we required.
We used our new definition to produce a policy.
We examined the process, and engineered the steps
We produced a poster to outline the steps.
Quiet at sentinel moments (BTT: Quiet Please, so I 
may focus!)
Ability to flag a problem (BTT: This is my problem:)
Enlist help in problem solving (Any thoughts?)
Stand down (Thank You)

 



Strategy: Formal vs Ground Up
Then we did our best to market was a unique and complete product: 

'Below Ten Thousand'.

In hand we went armed with our presentation as a booklet, our policy, and our 
poster. What we sought was a ratified policy.
We approached Management, i.e. our NUM and ANUMS and our OSM and 
our educator, and left with them our refined information and wisdom.
Whilst we waited, we decided to continue our push as a voluntary ground-up 
culture change so that once we got our policy approved, 99% of the work 
would have already been done.
We created for ourselves a timeframe, and we used the ACORN conference 
as our deadline
And this is where we are now.
 



History
BTT has its roots in the airline industry.
It began in 1984 when a series of crashes threatened a crisis of confidence in 
consumers.
Investigations led researchers to understand that planes rarely crashed for 
lack of technical competence or mechanical failures per se, but rather for the 
way crew functioned as a team.
Two main elements went on to comprise a new strategic paradigm, The 
Sterile Cockpit:
CRM : (Crew Resource Management)

Secure team leadership styles focus not on Who is right, but What is right!
It understands that seats on a plane are assigned by seniority, not by 
competence, so the culture had to change from 'Pilot is King' to: "if you see it, 
say it, no blame")
They realised they didn't want 'democracy', because someone had to be in 
charge; but they certainly needed effective and benevolent leadership styles, 
effective teams, and the ability for each member of the team to be able to 
interact and communicate competently.
BTT :(Minimising of distractions at sentinel times)

They realised distractions elicited an inherent danger to safety, so therefore, 
systems were put in place to ensure distractions were minimised.
Only task related communications were allowed at sentinel times (including, 
but not limited to, Below Ten Thousand feet). The new system of work 
privileged focus on the task at hand during those critical times.
 



The Outcome:
We borrowed the BTT component of the Sterile cockpit to achieve what we 
wanted:
A strategic reduction in non-critical distractions in order to 

achieve a targeted focus on a specific task at hand
In order to get this, we needed 

Immediate unquestioned quiet excepting task-related 
communication

and through this we achieve a strategic advantage: 
a perfect focus environment 

and  
a perfect communication environment 

 



Performance of BTT
Often, experts say, and we have sat in lectures where they do this : 
"This is what you should do", and then they engage in a process of abstract 
wishful thinking. 
The difference with us is that we have provided a concrete actionable, 
functional process.
Of course, being a ground-up exercise, we can't insist on quiet all the time, 
since human nature is to talk when present in groups, and so, in enlisting 
uptake of the idea, common sense mandates that we have to have 
reasonable and doable and achievable expectations, or we will lose the 'good 
will' which affords us our colleagues' voluntary cooperation
Therefore, we suggest pivotal times as the most effective moments to 
use of BTT as a STOP! LOOK! LISTEN! motif, but leave the application of it 
to the user's discretion.
These times include, but are not limited to:
S Surgical Count
 I Induction
T Time Out
E Extubation
To complete the process there is a stand down order.




Extra Features
That's BTT in a nutshell
But there's more:
Once you start BTT, you can then start to think more seriously about the 
sterile cockpit concept, and the lessons the airline industry has learned, and 
what they did about it (30 years ago).
Viz.: 
Opportunities to systems engineer out permissive distractions
Opportunities to consider collaborative secure leadership styles
And there are opportunities to reframe cognitive processes, and quantify the 
reasonable limits to human performance in getting a precise complex task 
completed within the specific parameters of quality and safety.
We could go on all day about each and every one of those, 
which is why you should go to our website, link up with us and talk.
 






So, our argument is fairly simple.....

Minimising distractions at sentinel times during an operation 
facilitates the operating environment



Why? Because.......

Distractions, particularly at sentinel times, can be dangerous



And so it follows that.......

Minimising distractions increases QUALITY



And.....

Minimising distractions increases SAFETY 



True Value

Below Ten Thousand is just three words.

These three words deliver the perfect communication environment 
and the perfect focus environment. 

They are non-confrontational and non-conflictory, 
and we have proved 
that not only do they work, 
but they 'value add' to your operating team!

Below Ten Thousand kickstarts the process 
of minimising distractions at sentinel times

It adds sophistication to our everyday processes,  
And it adds a certain maturity to our thinking  

because it gets everybody to look at the way we operate within and as a team 
ACORN Standards (S19) gives you the composition of your team. 

We, with BTT, give you the potential for a 'value-added' team 







Primary Asset Portfolio


As promised in our abstract, here is the material 
we used to get 'Below Ten Thousand' working 
as a quality and safety culture change  
across our entire theatre floor:

The Policy, approved by Pete and John!
It provides a concise definition of BTT for everyone to use

The Poster for the wall!
It describes the process in a more visual display format

The Plane, which, in photo form was the centre-piece of
our guerrilla marketing campaign and later, in 3D, 
our brand's 'visual merchandise'

It was simply there to capture peoples' attention, 
deliver an iconic visual image 
and create a cognitive association between an idea and an action

These core assets provide the words, the behaviour and the vision 
of BTT




Our next challenge was to create Novelty:
AKA: How do you get peoples' attention in a saturated information market?

After the Great Party Trumpet Fiasco of March 4th,

our next attempt was 'The Thingumy': a hyperspatial distributed media network 
device which also shows how BTT as an idea is both simple and yet complex.

It takes you on a journey through the most important functional aspects of 
BTT, from the construct of Team' (Blue) through to Aspects of BTT (Red); 
and all the way to Outcome (Yellow) 

Immediate Unquestioned Quiet leads to the ability to Focus On Task At Hand
Situational Awareness leads to better Contingency Planning 
(ref: Elaine Bromily, March 2005)

So Much More Than Sh leads to Optimised Communication 
(What I mean by that is:
A message has three components to it: 
Message delivered, message received, message understood. 
In order to communicate, you need to speak at 10dB over the background 
noise; 
If the background noise is 60 dB, can you be certain your message got 
through?) 

and finally,we get to enhanced Risk Management via a Supported Problem 
Solving Environment, ......where,.....by flagging a problem,..... 
......you can access the entire 'brains trust' in the room. 



 As a further desperate attempt to capture attention:

We made Tim-Tams the official food of BTT

And created a T-shirt which was our 'messenger' to let people know 
it was time to start having "Those BTT Conversations", 
and time to start using it as an operant tool


And now, we have a Website,
which we created especially for this conference


www.belowtenthousand.com           (Google Chrome friendly)


where we have made ALL of our BTT resources 


available to YOU for FREE.



 









And that's pretty much it.
So: 

http://www.belowtenthousand.com


How best to summarise BTT?
After our presentation to the anaesthetists, 
we were in the corridor outside Theatre, debriefing. 
Dean Dimovski a cardiac anaesthetist, came running past. 
 
Dean was like:
"I really wanted to hear your talk, 
but I got caught up
I'm in a hurry
but if you can give me your talk in 25 words or less,
I'd like to hear it now!
I looked at John
And John looked at me.
John said:
"The whole thing in 25 words or less? Hmm. Let's see:"
"Immediate unquestioned quiet... when you need it most.
All you have to do ...is ask.
The words to use are... "Below Ten Thousand".
Dean says: "I want it!" 
"And you still have two words left"
John says:
"OK....um....."
"The End"


